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Do you believe in ghosts?
Sergeant Sharlene Bate of I-HIT, Vancouver’s Integrated
Homicide Investigation Team, pries open Pandora’s Box
when two drug informers are brutally executed and a
tragedy occurs where two young Mounties attempt to
capture a madman terrorizing the Canadian Yukon
wilderness.
No ordinary madman, the Tlingit people say. It’s The
Kushtaka. The Wildman-of-the-Woods. The mythical
being who tricks you, kills you, and steals your soul.
Sergeant Bate exhumes more of the Aboriginal legend:
After a gun-fight with the shapeshifter, the officers’ souls
are trapped in a twilight zone – the world in-between.
So begins a life and death quest for the truth of why the
informants had to be murdered. From the treacherous
Hells Angels conspiracy in the prisons of America and
the jungles of Colombia – to the spiritual journey in a
Shaman’s sweatlodge, deep in the Australian Outback –
is there a supernatural entity now hunting for Sharlene
Bate’s soul?
NO WITNESSES TO NOTHING is a supernatural
crime thriller and is the first book in a planned trilogy.

** AMAZON Top 10 BestSeller **
TESTIMONIALS
“Whether you believe in the soul, or spiritual elements
of evil, this is a fascinating thriller… a fantastic read.”
- J.F.Penn, Author of the ARKANE thriller series and Blogger
@TheCreativePenn.com

“Truth can be stranger than fiction. Disguised as a
can’t-put-down murder mystery, Sergeant Sharlene
Bate’s investigation reveals a secret bridge connecting
science and spirit, along the pathway to understanding
the essence to our existence – the soul.” -Vernon Frolick,
Author of DESCENT INTO MADNESS
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